Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Communication and Language

Physical Development

Make relationships with new adults and children
Discover and tolerate new activities
Express interests
Plays in a variety of ways e.g. exploring,
investigating, showing curiosity
Share photos of special events at school and home
Role play activities including dressing up and taking
on different roles

Communicate choices
Interact with adults and children
Play name games, including initial sounds
Find out about our body parts
Tac Pac
Follow instructions in action songs

P.E., swimming, physiotherapy
Use our hands and feet in sensory exploration
Explore what we can do with our bodies
Dressing up- getting dressed and undressed.

Amazing Me
Expressive Arts and Design
Action songs to explore parts of the body, including;
‘If you’re happy and you know it’, ‘Heads, shoulders,
knees and toes’, ‘I’ve got a body’
Explore different sensory and musical experiences
and express preferences
Produce portraits of ourselves and others
Make simple puppets
Change faces, for example collage and face paints.
Hand, finger and feet prints.
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Understanding of the World
Explore food/music/clothes from different countries and
cultures
Make cakes to take to Grandma’s house in Little Red
Riding Hood story
Use Facemaker on IWB to make silly photos
Observe seasonal changes by finding and collecting
objects from outside
Sensory trays- favourite textures and materials, wool
Explore our 5 senses- different smells, textures, sounds
and tastes
Interact and react to switch toys and Ipad apps

Maths
Explore our body parts
Explore different textures on different body parts
Count children and adults in school
Count how many letters are in our names
Respond to different instructions to hide or find a
special toy
Face and body puzzles
Finger counting rhymes, for example 1,2,3,4,5 once I
caught a fish alive
Use dice to make silly faces.
Explore different facial shapes and make faces with
different shapes.

Literacy
“Amazing Me” books/boxes
Individual Photo books
Little Red Riding Hood
The Smartest Giant in Town by Julia Donaldson
We’ve all got belly buttons by David Martin
Head, shoulders knees and toes by Anne Kubler
Explore the letters in our names
National Poetry Day: Theme Freedom
Learn to recognise and match key words and
symbols – head, leg, arm, hand, foot

